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Swami: Start one, two, three, Om, Om, Om, Om, Om, Om, Om, Om
Om, Om, Om, Om, Shanti, Shanti, Shanti, Loka Samastha Sukino
Bhavantu, Loka Samastha Sukino Bhavantu, Loka Samastha Sukino
Bhavantu, Loka Samastha Sukino Bhavantu
Swami: Today, just we'll discussion about Jesus. John Gray, you have
any idea on the Jesus?
John: No.
Swami: No?
John: I'm listening very patiently to hear you speak on Jesus.
Swami: Just I'm asking curiously - one minute or two minutes?
John: Ok. You know I can't put it in one minute or two minutes.
(laughs)
Swami: Oh, I know that's a big problem to you. (laughing)
Philip: Oh, you have it in your head, perfect good.
John: I'll say, Jesus was in a lineage of Jewish holy people, in the
Jewish Temple all the way from David and probably back to Adam in
the Old Testament. They kept a lineage of the bloodline and it was a
holy bloodline.
And before Jesus was born a famous
mathematician… what's his name who did the?
Philip: Pythagoras.
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John: Pythagoras had figured out the way the calendar should be.
And he said at this time, a thousand years before Jesus came, he said
that we have to change the calendar. And at that time, everybody
was looking for a Messiah, at that time. And many Jewish people
thought that because Joseph and Mary were to have a child, at that
time. Joseph was in the line of David, the line of kings that this
would be the Messiah. So there was a lot of expectation and of
course there were those who didn't want someone else having power,
that they were open to this being a special time. Traditionally they
say three wise men came from the East, they followed the star. They
were the astrologers who said this was the holy time for the
beginning of a new astrological sign. It was the beginning of the
Piscean Age. And those same astrologers say that right now is the
beginning of the Aquarian Age and the sign of fish is Pisces and that
was the sign of Jesus at the time. They would draw the fish to say
they were people who followed Jesus. So that's one, two minutes?
Philip: Yeah and what's interesting is that Pythagoras admitted to
having gone to India and studied with the Brahman holy men in
India and then he went back to Greece and made all those predictions
in Greece, after having studied in India.
John: And everything I said is speculation because many people
think different things. But one thing is for sure and that is that the
story that most people get about Jesus Christ is wrong, and that in the
year 391, I think it was Constantine who was the Roman Emperor at
the time, he couldn't control the Christians. This is almost four
hundred years after Jesus and they were so powerful because they
couldn't stop them cause they believed it was holy to die for Jesus
and that they would always be rewarded by heaven. So they would
continue to hold their beliefs and do things their way. And so he
decided, “If I can't control them, then I'll become one.” So, he
converted to becoming a Christian and then he said, “Now that I'm a
Christian, I'll be the King of Christians.” And so he appointed
himself the head of the Church. (laughs) And then, being the head of
the Church he could then change it and there are many records that
show that they changed the whole teaching around to suit the
purposes of the Roman Catholic Church.
Philip: And the Roman Empire.
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John: And the Roman Empire because they can use the Christians
now, instead of being embarrassed because they couldn't control the
Christians. So it's another thing which is very clearly known is that
Jesus had a wife, Mary Magdalene. Even now there's evidence in the
stories because Jesus was there's a famous story before he was put on
the cross…
Swami: She's a prostitute.
John: Yes she's a prostitute and she was washing his feet with oil and
his head with oil and in the Jewish tradition, that is a ceremony,
which only the wife can do when she becomes pregnant. It's called
the second marriage, they get married, then they try to get pregnant
and if she gets pregnant then it's confirmed cause in the Holy
bloodline, if your wife couldn't get a baby then you find another wife
cause the idea is to keep the bloodline and that was evidence.
Also there was evidence Jesus did his first miracle, which was
changing the water to wine, and in the New Testament that's the first
miracle. And there's a statement in there where Mary, his Mother is
saying to do it, and he's saying, “But it's not my appointed time.” But
he does it anyway - that Jesus was at his own wedding and that his
wedding with Mary that time, is what many people believe, Mary
Magdalene.
And Mary Magdalene had children and was either
three or two, three - two boys and one girl and the Roman Catholic
Church, at that time, the church that was building in Europe, also
suppressed this information because if Jesus had a bloodline, then
they would be the kings and queens of it, of the holy people. But
they wanted to be able to have their own power.
So there's a whole lineage of people who believe that Mary
Magdalene was Jesus' wife and they had children and there's a
bloodline. That was kept, you would be punished by the Church,
you would be killed if you if you believed that. But in France they
still believe it to this day and there's many people that believe it who
had to be underground because if you spoke those beliefs, the
Church would literally torture you. So there's a lot of information
that happened at the time of Jesus, which was kept tremendously
suppressed and hidden. And there are many books that talk about
Jesus' coming to India as well to teach and learn from the masters and
learn powers here.
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Swami: Done. Good.
John: Thank you.
Swami: Just today we discussion about what is the relationship
between the Jesus and his Mother. Actually, her mother have
unbelievable powers than the Jesus. You believe it Philip?
Philip: Absolutely.
Monika L: She had more power than Jesus?
Swami: First, she have the highest abilities to talk to the angels.
Everyday night she sits in the meditations, she sucks the angels in
front of her. She discussion many, many things… she talks about the
universe, about the creation, about the soul mechanism - she's very,
very, capable person. One day, when she's talking with the Mother
Divine, she asked to Mother Divine, “You bless me a beautiful son to
who was the controlling the whole the planet.” She asked for herself
to control. A male can control, the female she sucks the unbelievable
negativity - she can't cross over the negativity. Man can over cross
the negativity from all above the people thoughts. Everybody catch
my point?
John: The last sentence wasn't clear to me. He can rise above the
negativity, above peoples’ thoughts? Above you said?
Swami: Say that again.
John: You're saying the man can rise above the negativity?
Swami: Rise?
John: Is that what you said?
Swami: The man can more cross,
Students: Go across…
Swami: …go across. The man have that type of… the man have that
stability, ability to go across, that's even in the Vedas they told, more
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than Shakti, Mrs. Shiva. Shiva is very, very, capable to controlling
the universe. Shakti, she's very cosmetic, you know cosmic?
Monika L: Magnetic.
Swami: Magnetic and ah, very glorious, very glorious and attracting
magnetic. The man, he's forever and ever smooth and high powerful,
high positive energy. He's well balanced. The woman energy in the
universe, it balance but to controlling the negativity, it's not so much
balance. In the universe the woman nature, they can't handle the
emotions, already the God gave to the nature one world, the nature is
the mother. Already a mother cannot handle again, the nature as a
mother - already she have the designation in the universe. When she
talked to the Mother Divine, she took the word from the Mother
Divine. She first learned directly from Mother Divine many, many,
various sections of the powers. When Jesus is growing in her womb,
the Jesus he’s naturally like a physical… after to the sex happened, he
grown. You understood what I'm saying? What we call that, virgin?
Monika L: She was not a virgin. She had sex.
Swami: Um-hum.
Monika L: In order to have a baby.
John: I'll just put a footnote in here in what the Jewish scholars and
people read from Harvard, the ancient script, say there's no where
written down that says that Mary was a virgin. This was invented by
the Roman Catholic Church to glorify the Mother and to minimize
the role of Joseph, who was in the kingly line of David and that there
was nothing there, which was connote it all.
Philip: The world that they translated as virgin really means young
girl. If they meant virgin in terms of no sex, it would be "virgo
intactus" instead they used the Roman "virgo" which just means
young girl.
John: Yeah, young girl and as a matter of fact, the actual time Jesus
was born was, is Pisces, in March, early March and being in the royal
family, Mary and Joseph were supposed to only copulate, have sex in
December. Cause they're royal family, they're only allowed to have
sex in December so that your baby would be born in September
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because September was the beginning of the year, the holy time. And
they evidently did it early, so the baby wasn't born in September, it
was born in March. And because she got pregnant early, this big
discussion that went on in the church, which said, you know are we
going to take this baby and put it in and orphanage or are we going
to allow them to have the baby? Cause that was done when babies
were born out of their right time, they were put in an orphanage so
that they would not be holy line but they said because it was Jesus,
anyway that's the story…
Swami: I'm sorry, I'm not interrupting you, uh, just they built up it.
Stories, that is stories – everything! Some saints they talk about same
what you talk in India also, but ah, hear my point, just I'm specifically
mentioning Jesus and his Mother - the relationship - what he learned
from the Mother. In the universe every mother is very, very, capable,
very powerful to rise up the children. When she's growing a baby in
her womb, that is the best time to giving the shaktipat and
enlightenment to every children in their life. They are the number
one spiritual masters in their life to their children. If every mother
did in the universe, certain process, certain systems, every person
who comes from her - they'll get the real spiritual knowledge.
They're very glorious persons, they're so happy, they know what is
the true, what is the false, what is the reality, how to handle the
negativity, no much more go to depression, like high powerful will commanding on the God. These are all abilities the mother can give
when she's in pregnant and the baby’s growing in her womb.
Whatever the Jesus mother did, so my point is specifically on that.
He went little down, little.
John: Well, I got a little off the subject.
Swami: What? No, just I'm always makes you like that. Today I'm
going to make you talk lot.
John: No problem, it's good. (Laughing)
Swami: When Jesus, he's growing at early morning hours especially,
call Brahma Murtha, midnight time by eleven to two - the time in the
Vedic tradition it says, spirits, souls traveling timing. You
understood? From the two to three, the holy saints, just they wake
up, they're starting, they're ready to do meditation. Three to five is a
time to the angels traveling. That's why whole universe prefers,
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especially the spiritual people early morning hours like two to five that timing is very, very, most auspicious time to sit in the meditation
who was really working with the angels, working with the angels –
that is the right time to suck the angels. That's called the Brahma
Murtha. Even the Brahma also, he's so busy with giving the works to
the angels to control this planet. The God never do directly whatever
he want to do in the universe, just he sends the angels to make it
happy, the universe. Especially, the angel is the main character to
controlling the five elements, certain angels who was really in the
totally dedication on the spirituality. So the angels is much
supporting to them, to make happy.
Jesus is the number one person to handling the angels, he's a top
person - he learned from India. He knows how to handle, but he
came India and he meditated certain sections, channels, then he got,
he bringed the…he winned, what we call… he winned his meditation
- then he went out. He clarified with many, many, saints. He
discussioned with many, many, saints in India - then he win. Then
whole his soul, anybody need his help, especially his divine soul is
just commanding his angels. The angels is working on the planet to
protecting there, his students - his devotees.
When the Jesus mother is carrying the Jesus in the womb and the first
month she win Mother Divine and in the second month she winned
the how to control the five elements and the third month especially,
she win how to make the person soul alive - alive person soul - what
we call? Transformation of the souls - that is the very, very, amazing
mechanism in this planet. Who learned the transformation of the
souls, they are, they’re the masters. One day, their name and their
body and their soul is totally identified as a holy person. Just they
know information about the soul transformation - is perfect word?
John: Soul transformation?
Philip: Soul transfer, isn't it?
Swami: Yeah, soul-transfer, yeah soul transfer.
John: I don't really know what you mean by soul transfer.
Philip: Are you talking pranic tantra?
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Swami: Yes, little bit, yeah.
Philip: Parakaya Pravesh?
Swami: Yes, parakaya pravesh.
John: Which means what?
Swami: Why? Are you happy?
John: Ya, you asked me if I understood what that meant and I don't.
Swami: Suppose the dog is sleeping, one dog is sleeping here. (claps
hands) Taking the soul out, taking the souls out, shifting - sending
the soul to this dog, this soul sending to this dog.
John: So, to say what you said before, I think many people were
hearing, I was hearing, soul transformation means helping the soul to
grow. Transformation is a big word in America, to transform,
transformation workshops, so it's a different meaning, so to transfer
soul is a better phrase for that.
Swami: Transfer souls. That's perfect. Transfer souls. He's my good
helper, to helping.
John: Philip does.
Swami: Ok, so she learn on the third stage, she learn the three stages.
The third stage she's a high capable, she directly teach to the Jesus
through the angels. Any person without doing any hard work in the
universe, even the Jesus, even the Shirdi Baba, even Maharishi,
Muktananda, any saint in the universe they must do the hard work.
Even though they have the information, the souls have the
information. A small like a paper of the maya - Maha Maya - is
covers to their soul. With the hard work, they must remove that.
Then whole information is there, then their doors is open automatically they knows everything. They no need to meditate and
meditate, meditate and meditate to practice. Every soul have the
ability already, have the huge information - when it open, without
their notice, the information is coming out.
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When they sit in meditation, they can see all the visions - they can
connect with anything in the universe. Up to, to removing that small
sheet of the Maha Maya - illusion net - to removing that, they must
try when they came as a human form, any form on the planet, they
must do certain practice, certain channels to remove that exactly. If
they’re not doing the proper channel to remove that, it takes again
next lifetime to remove that.
There is a big chance, ninety percent chance, the holy saints can do,
remove that. Even though, if the student have no ability to remove
that, he's trying and trying, but finally he failure, then the master can
personally, he can handle that, to removing that illusion net out from
the soul. Then the soul can see, the soul can connected because of,
already the soul did huge hard work. Suppose I did the really huge
hard work in my last life, and the last life, and last life, and last life,
last life, in this life also I did the huge hard work, even though if I did
the huge hard work, way of doing the hard work, the system is very,
very, important. That's why Jesus came from whole to here, to India
to meditate certain sections.
Even though he's a master, he took the different suggestions from the
many saints and he worked with many saints. Ramakrishna
Paramahamsa, his soul is unbelievably, incredible, powerful soul but
he did, and he did, and he did, the sheet of his illusion - Maha Maya
covered him a lot. Finally the lady, Bhairavi Mata, she came directly,
she used many shortcut - she removed that. Then, he is, he knows
everything, some millions of information he know already that, now
just he take off. You catch my point? Even though the Jesus soul, it's
first time the Jesus soul, before, there is no incarnation of the Jesus.
The Bible says he have the different incarnation?
Monika L: No.
Philip: Catholic Bible implies he's the reincarnation of Elijah.
Swami: What's your opinion?
John: The Catholic Church doesn't believe in reincarnation, so they
think that the soul… it used to but then it stopped.
Swami: The Mother Divine personally blessed to the Jesus mother a
beautiful soul - first time. It's already have the huge information, that
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soul have that incredible power, incredible power and the same time
she gave the one sheet of the Maha Maya to remove that.
John: The Christian Church would say something like that I think.
I've never heard what you just said, but they would say that Jesus is
very special. Their way of saying it was that God…
Swami: Yes, he's the really special person.
John: His only son, so maybe what they meant by that - only person
on the planet who is a beginning soul with that knowledge.
Swami: Yes. He's the number one person having really incredible
power systems of the energy, to controlling of the five elements,
controlling of the souls, to giving the incredible connection to the any
soul in this planet. He's the only highest, capable person can connect
any soul who thinks on him one time, his help goes immediately
through his angels, through his energy, soul capable energy goes, it
goes to make them to help. Even to Lord Krishna have the master,
Shirdi Baba have the master Venkusa, I told…
Monika L: Yes.
Swami: Venkusa, even Shirdi Baba, he's a Dattatreya. He's a Datta
incarnation of the Brahma, Vishnu, Maheshvara. But if any person
came in the planet, they need to remove the cover sheet of the Maha
Maya. When they, whatever the master teaches the channels, if they
keep on doing the chanting that, that system of the meditation,
keeping the silence, preserving the silence in their heart, in you any
one moment, then it's starting to open. Every soul have the eighteen
doors. In Maha Bhagavadgita they told eighteen sections, Mahabharatha
there is eighteen chapters - you understood? Like every soul have
the eighteen doors, eighteen doors house - but the Jesus have more.
He's a special person in the universe. In the universe, nobody can't
count his doors - he's the man of the doors. You understood what I'm
saying? He's the man of the doors. It seems to one, it goes to some
millions of doors.
John: Would you say that sentence again?
Swami: It seems to one, only one door.
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John: Oh, it seems like one door but it's really...
Philip: What is behind each door? What does each door open to?
Swami: It seems to first beginning one door, if you keeping on look
that, that one door looks to some millions of doors covering.
Philip: Each door is a power?
Swami: What?
Philip: Is each door a power?
Swami: It means he's totally connected to the planet, unbelievable
connected to the planet.
Philip: Each door is a channel of energy connecting to the planet?
Swami: Uh-huh. Now Shirdi Baba soul, after he reached a high level
even though when he started his meditation, eighteen doors, after he
reached high level, all in one - one in all. You understood what I'm
saying? I'm in you - you are in me. I'm belongs to the whole
universe, whole belongs to you in me. What we call that? I'm belongs
to whole universe - but whole universe is in me. Like that, whole
universe souls is in me, I am my soul is in the whole universe souls.
John: So, did he start having more doors as well?
Swami: Yes.
Monika L: That's the last door? I'm in the universe and the universe
is in me?
John: Just the channel door.
Swami: So, every person who came on the planet, they have the
master. Here especially, Jesus Mother is the incredible powerful lady
in the universe. She meditate, her soul, she meditate, and meditate,
and meditate, some millions of the lifetimes, from the creation. But
even if you seen meditation, it's like huge circle of her soul. Nobody
have no idea, even to the Jesus, he's very, very, thankful to her,
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Mother, but after he came out, then the parents face many, many,
incredible problems. Is the Bible says like that?
John: The Bible is quiet about his childhood, there's no information
about his childhood in the official Bible.
Swami: There is a, whose generally, when the saint came from the
parents, the saint nature - he can't live with the parents. Like Shirdi
Baba, when he born, the parents face many, many, problems. When I
born, my parents face incredible problems. The saints cannot stay to
live with them, with their parents. You understood? Their souls
stopped the saints’ activities very forcely to be a normal person in
their family. The saint soul doesn't accept to do as a normal person to
hanging around as the parent. Their work is the whole planet to
service to the whole planet. Like a, the parents just trying to taking
the fire and holding in the hand - they can't hold it. You understood
what I'm saying?
Like that, every saint life is like that, especially here the Jesus life,
India sucked him incredibly like the John, suck everybody, suck to
here - to learn. It means, innerly everybody think, why everybody's
here?
Why everybody doing here, especially in front of Baba,
especially in front of Swami Kaleshwar? Why we’re all this
happening? If you think in your deeper level consciousness stage,
there is a huge secret is there. Something God is take-caring on your
souls to do maybe huge, great work in this planet - the help some
millions of people. Otherwise, it doesn't happen to come here to
learn these are all the things.
Even the Jesus when he came here, he discussioned with many,
many, saints how to do, what to do, what is the reality, even though
he knows, but he clarified many, many, many, doubts, many, many,
confusions… then he got - then he left. So, here my point, thinking
whatever you're doing, the deeper level, never feel wasting the time you understood what I'm saying? Each minute, whatever you're
using, there's a big reason for to do that. Even though you're trying
not to do that, if you're doing it - it's a God's will on you to make it
you.
John: Would you clarify this birth of a new soul, and that most souls
or all souls, are very, very, old from the beginning of creation and
there's only one new soul and that's Jesus?
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Swami: Yes.
John: So, a Krishna was an old soul?
Swami: He's a old man.
John: Krishna.
Swami: He's a Rama.
John: That's right, one after the other.
Swami: He’s a Rama, before that he's a, in the forest what we call?
That hunter, what we call, thurber? Who lives in the forest, what we
call that person?
Monika L: Hermit?
John: A person who lives in the forest, a hermit…
Swami: Hermit, Rama is hermit...
Philip: A fish?
Swami: What?
Philip: Wasn't he a fish too, in an early incarnation?
Swami: He's a fish, pig, lion, Brahman, many, many...
John: Are there ever going to be more new souls, or is it just a one
thing?
Swami: Only the Jesus, the Jesus is the new soul, pure crystal soul,
it's came from Mother Divine. That is the greatness of the Jesus.
Because of Jesus’ Mother, she sucked the Mother Divine energy, she
asked very strongly, “I need to control whole this planet.” After her
meditation done, Mother Divine gave the answer, “No, you can't, you
are already the nature. In the nature you're going, as again, the
nature as a dictator, as a commander - it's crazy. I can give the
commander in your life, your son - he's a God - I'm giving beautiful
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soul to you.” Then she sent. Here he is - Jesus. Whole his energy,
Jesus’ energy is nothing but his mother energy. When he's starting
healing anybody, first he prays to Mother.
Philip: To Mother Divine or Mother Mary?
Swami: Mother Mary. He doesn't care about Mother Divine,
whatever it is, because of he knows first teacher Mother - clearly he
know. Bhakthaprahalada - you know Bhakthaprahalada?
John: No, I don't know that.
Swami: He's a one boy who is really totally devoted to Lord Maha
Vishnu. His father is Hiranikashwar - he is the man of the demon.
He's a rakshasa. He hate to the Lord Vishnu. Lord Vishnu wants to
born in his blood - you understood what I'm saying - as a son. He
gave a… his soul, one of his part of the soul to come as a son from his
blood. When he's meditating in the forest, the rakshasa, his wife is
carrying the baby. At the time Narada, you know Narada? Narada,
you know Narada?
Everyday the Narada comes, “Hello Queen, where is your King?
He's meditating for to Shiva?” All the rakshasas meditates the Shiva
in the previous time and the natural people also meditates on the
Shiva and the Gods, many, many, holy saints also meditates on the
Shiva. But all the demons, especially in the previous centuries,
previous Yuga, they meditates on the Shiva because of Shiva has
totally very, very, helpful nature. Whatever they want, without
thinking, just he blessed it.
Like Ravenasura, Ravenasura is a rakshasa. He have the ten heads
darshikanta - he's the man of the ten heads. Ravenasura… you know
Ravenasura? He's a rakshasa but he hate the Lord Maha Vishnu, he
hate the Rama, he hate the Krishna - Krishna energy. But he loves the
Shiva. He's a different characters of the rakshasas there. But the God
is one, but choosing of the energy different - misusing of the God
energy.
When the rakshasa is meditating in the forest, at the time his wife is
like one month pregnant. At the time, the Lord Narada thought, “It's
better to tell some secret information about Maha Lord Vishnu to her
Mother, to his, sorry, to his wife.” Then he cames… when she's very
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pregnant she's keeping on telling about Lord Maha Vishnu stories.
At the night she slept. The Lord Narada keeping on teaching…
Inside the baby listening everything about Lord Maha Vishnu. Then
even though she's sleeping, Lord Narada is teaching, closing the eyes,
the baby saying mmmm - mmm - mmm - mmm – m-hum - mm - mm
– m-hm - he's observing everything from the womb.
When he came out, the baby, whole he got the permission from the
Lord Shiva, he's the number one master on the time, he have the full
incredible power to control to the planet. But his desire is, he want to
kill the Lord Maha Vishnu after having the power. But his son when
he born he's crying - namo narayana - namo narayana… He went
crazy. What, what is this, then he saw his third eye, it's all the
Narada made this trouble. He's the man of the troublemaker but in
the universe nobody have no right to touch on him to giving the
injure. That's a big commitment that he have that type of energy. I'm
going little bit side of the story from the Jesus.
When the Prahalada, when he's growing, the King thought, “Ok, I
will change him by making him to teach. He sended him to many
masters, there is no use. He's ready to throw the child from the
mountain to fall down. He made the throw - Lord Maha Vishnu
protected. On the elephants walking - nothing happened. Giving the
poison to make him to die - nothing happened. Taking the knife to
cut off - nothing happened. Then finally, he's very mad at the boy,
“Hey, make to come Lord Maha Vishnu - I want kill him.”
He have the boon from Lord Shiva, he have no death on this planet,
either in the water, either in the sky, either in the house, either in
outside, either with any human beings, either with the birds, either
with cobras with the poison, either with any creation - no die. He
said, “Either in the house, either outside, I have no death with
anybody.” At the time, he's doing really crazy work because of he
have no death. He's killing all the Lord Maha Vishnu’ devotees on
the planet. Who was meditating in the saints, in the forest, just he's
ending his soldiers, taking the knife, cutting the heads. These are all
things that's happened in this country, especially in this country that's why the India became very, very, holy. Many, many, man
sacrificings is happened.
John: That made India Holy?
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Swami: What?
John: It made India holy?
Swami: Big spirituality is there, their souls. It's the main center, they
meditated huge, they lost their meditations, they lost their energies,
but they totally, they blessed to this Earth, “Who wants to come to
win in the spirituality,” even to this Fort Penukonda - incredible
powerful energy. So like that, he tried and he tried finally he asked,
“Ok, you call your Lord Maha Vishnu, come to make to him to face to
face - I want to kill him!” Then Lord Maha Vishnu came, then he
asked, “Hey, where is your Lord Maha Vishnu?” His son, he said,
“He's everywhere.” Then he ask, “He's in this pillar?” There is in his
building, there is a huge pillar. “Yes, he's also in the pillar.” Then he
take his knife and he break that. The pillar crack - Lord Maha Vishnu
came out with a lion face - human body. You see the creation there?
When he's asking to Lord Maha Shiva, “I have no death with either
animals either the man.” Here it cames the both with the lion,
human body.
John: Lion face.
Swami: Lion face. In the universe nobody didn't seen such type of
the face. It's totally dead opposite to the natural creation. Then he
killed… I think you know Philip the story? You don't know that
story?
John: That's the big statue.
Swami: Then Lord Maha Vishnu killed him on the gate of the door,
you know gate of the door? That's not inside that's not outside - he
sit on the door, he cracked his stomach, he take all his testimonies?
Testimonies?
Philip: Intestines.
Swami: Intestines, intestines to make the music, om namo narayana.
Only the Narayana is the man, the person in the universe - he's the
creator. He's the person of the, the number one person to make the
universe to control. Then after the Mother Divine blessed Jesus’ soul,
who was really controlling one of part to the planet, who have the
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faith on that, who have the open their heart (snaps fingers) direct
connected to the Jesus. Mother Divine, especially have the… Mother
Divine is the, she's very, very, greater than Vishnu, Brahma, and
Shiva. She have the incredible power energy than these three
characters. It's called Durga Kali. So, she blessed directly to the
Jesus, on this planet can rule whole kingdom. It's done?
End of Talk
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